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If woman loses her self-understanding she will become shackled to a civilisation in crisis,
transformed into a body, part of decadent femininity. Woman in a crisis of self will always be
material. She will be susceptible to bodily outbreaks of corporal diseases and mental disorders
which will precipitate pilgrimages in search of doctors, when not to prison, prostitution or
the asylum.
Civil wars are usually accompanied by revolutions, cultural division and con¯icts of
family, generation and gender. These wars mentally channel such con¯icts through
metaphors of health and sickness into a struggle over the meaning of `the nation'.
Contemporary witnesses and analysts of the Spanish Civil War presented its cause
either as an independent or exogenous `entity' or `being' which interacted with the
body (or nation), or as a `being' within the body, endogenous to it. A pathology of
femininity nurtured long before the Civil War of 1936±39, during Spain's liberal
nineteenth century, helped explain the relationship between the dangers to national
purity from within and without.1 The unstable psychological duality of revolu-
tionary women in Spain was equated with the `bestiality' and `perversity' of the
French domestic servants, lacemakers and portefaix of 1789 and the `palpitating',
`over-stimulated' petroleuses of the Commune of 1871. Women's `organic weakness'
determined a heightened emotionalism which made them more susceptible than
men to mental `infection' by `bodies' from outside.2 The dangerous feminine
disproportion between sexual/political stimulus and affective reaction both made
women responsible for the degeneration of the nation and provided a social
metaphor for such decline. As in the typical Victorian view of hysteria, revolu-
I thank the British Academy and the Scouloudi Foundation, Institute of Historical Research, for
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1 JesuÂs Castellanos, Isabel JimeÂnez Lucena, MarõÂa JoseÂ Ruiz, `La ciencia meÂdica como instrumento
de rea®rmacioÂn ideoloÂgica: la defensa de la desigualdad de la mujer a traveÂs de la patologõÂa femenina', in
Pilar BallarõÂn and Teresa Ortiz, eds., La mujer en AndalucõÂa (Grananda: Universidad, 1990), I, 882±7;
Francisco VaÂzquez GarcõÂa and AndreÂs Moreno MengõÂbar, Sexo y razoÂn. Una genealogõÂa de la moral sexual
en EspanÄa (siglos XVI±XX) (Madrid: Akal, 1997), 359±443.
2 `Extreme lability' was the favourite term, meaning `unstable', `fragile', `weak', `liable to lapse', `to
fall from innocence into error or sin', `able to change form', `liable to degenerate'.
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tionary violence in Spain, and the war itself, could be explained by a kind of
`pathological intensi®cation of female nature'.3
The psychological epidemiology explored in this article was framed by these
gendered associations between the mind, human anatomy and discipline. The
pathological analysis was taken up and modi®ed in a Roman Catholic (and often
contradictory) direction and propagated politically by Francoists during and after the
con¯ict, as the quotation at the beginning about the `materialisation' of woman,
from a work by two racial hygiene reformers, one man and one woman, from the
PenÄa-Castillo Sanatorium in Santander, suggests.4 Gender continued to be expressed
and experienced through medicalisation, as well as sancti®cation, during and after
the war. Pathological and religious metaphors had basic epistemological functions.5
The democracy of the prewar Spanish Second Republic (1931±39), which granted
women the vote, legalised divorce and civil marriage and made birth control
respectable,6 was led by men accused of lacking a genetically rooted instinct of
honour, dignity and decency, who worked to achieve a rampant disordering of
sexual±social relations. In the ®rst elections when women had the right to vote
(1933), they were warned that a vote for the left would put their faith, their
children's education and the tranquility of their homes in danger, and leave their
`honour in shreds'.7 Democratic Spain had become `decadent' and `barren', it was
claimed, a `sterile womb', which could be regenerated only through social
militarism and the implantation of the `military home': the morality of war.8 After
the Civil War, the Republic's defeat was explained by the `hystericisation' of its
people. Meanwhile the victors were positively stimulated by a `paranoia of persecu-
tion' which was successfully converted (or projected) by `patriotic sentiments' and a
`sense of community' into a `delirium of imperial grandeur'.9 These gendered
categories found echoes across the political spectrum. According to the leading
liberal Republican psychiatrist of the time, `primitive reactions' tended to accom-
3 Mark Micale, `Hysteria Male/Hysteria Female: Re¯ections on Comparative Gender Construction
in Nineteenth-Century France and Britain', in Marina Benjamin, ed., Science and Sensibility: Gender and
Scienti®c Enquiry, 1780±1945 (Oxford: Blackwell, 1991), 205.
4 Luis Morales and Jesusa Pertejo, `La mujer moderna. Ensayo de higiene mental', El Siglo MeÂdico,
4712 (10 August 1946), 224.
5 David E. Leary, `Psyche's Muse: the role of metaphor in the history of psychology', in Leary, ed.,
Metaphors in the History of Psychology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990).
6 Birth control became more widely used in the 1930s. MarõÂa JoseÂ GonzaÂlez Castillejo, `Realidad
social de la mujer: vida cotidiana y esfera puÂblica en MaÂlaga (1931±1936)', in BallarõÂn and Ortiz, La
mujer en AndalucõÂa, I, 425.
7 Diario de MaÂlaga, 7 November 1933, 2.
8 E.g. Francisco Franco, speech, Radio Nacional, 20 November 1938, Palabras del Caudillo (Madrid:
Ediciones Fe, 1939), 78; Emilio Mola Vidal, El pasado, AzanÄa y el porvenir (1934), in Mola, Obras
completas (Valladolid: LibrerõÂa SantareÂn, 1940), 945; Antonio Vallejo-NaÂgera, `PsicopatologõÂa de la
conducta antisocial' (PCA), II, AccioÂn EspanÄola (AE), 83 ( January 1936), 174, 175.
9 Vallejo-NaÂgera, Psicosis de guerra: estudio clõÂnico y estadõÂstico (Madrid: Morata, 1942); Juan JoseÂ Lopez
Ibor, `Neurosis de guerra', Actas EspanÄolas de NeurologõÂa y PsiquiatrõÂa (AENP), anÄo III, 1±2 ( January-
April 1942) 124, 126, 132. Others were ambivalent. See Luis Rojas Ballesteros, `PsiquiatrõÂa de guerra',
AENP, 91, 94, 109. Freud described male projection as the main defence mechanism against, for
example, fears of homosexuality or feminisation.
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pany the onset of feminine psychosis which was caused by `social commotion',
while in men the explanations were `emotions of the campaign, alcoholic abuse, and
physical fatigue'.10 It was usual that mental disturbances or psychoses of a paranoid
type were predominantly masculine, whereas women suffered from emotional
conditions, `mood disorders', neuroses like manic-depression, and hysteria.11 For
Catholics, meanwhile, this distinction could be theologised to produce a `totalitarian
harmony' of morality and biology through the thirteenth-century hierarchical
duality of Thomas Aquinas. The `inferior' psychic functions, such as memory and
`sensations', were physiological (produced by the bodily `substratum' and the
nervous system), while the `superior' psychic functions ± understanding, conscience
and inhibitions ± were the effect of spiritual function. These referred respectively, in
totalitarian, `universalist' thought, to `the female' and `the male' functions. The
indistinct liberty of the individual counted for less than the collective concern with
`species differentiation'.12
Concurrently, women's emotional characters, if constrained towards their natural
self-conquering equilibrium of `sweetness', `self-denial' and `moral maternity', were
perceived as normally positive and socially harmonising. In the surviving Civil War
records of the women's prison of the southern province of MaÂlaga, there is an
overwhelming sense of women being punished for breaking the psychological
bounds of this feminine ideal. Crimes of `military rebellion', de®ned under the 1890
Code of Military Justice, were actually often crimes of public immorality and
shame: actions against `natural law', the `incitement' of men, `excitation of
rebellion', or crimes of omission, (important in Catholic Spain), like failing to
safeguard the moral order.13
The Spanish Civil War was in part gendered through biological±psychiatric
discourse. The instability of women, scienti®cally proposed since the nineteenth
century, was echoed by an imposed female duality of purity and impurity in the
1930s. This echo reveals a kind of medical±cultural meeting point of liberalism and
neo-Thomist Catholicism. The pure±impure female dichotomy was transposed
politically to characterise the two sides in the war. The virtuous spirit of Nationalist
Spain (`masculine') faced the sinful materialism of the Republic (`feminine'). In
practical terms, these gendered oppositions contributed substantially to the shape of
repression in the postwar period. This is true beyond the issue of the actual
10 Gonzalo Lafora, `La psiquiatrõÂa y neurologõÂa de guerra y de la revolucioÂn', Revista de Sanidad de
Guerra, anÄo 1, 4 (August 1937), 124, 125.
11 E.g. J. M. MascaroÂ Porcar, `Ensayo psicoloÂgico sobre la mujer', EspanÄa MeÂdica, no. 653 (February
1935), 4, 7.
12 Francisco de Echalecu y Canino, Contestaciones al programa de psicologõÂa criminal: con nociones de
psiquiatrõÂa, sociologõÂa y polõÂtica criminal (Madrid: DireccioÂn General de Seguridad, 1943), 288, 289; Vallejo,
`PCA' I, AE, 82 (December 1935), 495±521; EnrõÂquez de Salamanca, `La castidad ante la ciencia
meÂdica', AE, 48 (1 March 1934), 1178±9; Alfonso Fuente Chaos, Los valores morales del nacional-
sindicalismo y sus relaciones con el ejercicio de la medicina legal (Madrid: n.p, 1942), 10; Francisco GarcõÂa
Alonso SJ, Flores de heroismo (Seville: Imprenta de la Gavidia, 1939), 155.
13 Isidro GomaÂ y TomaÂs, La familia seguÂn el derecho natural y cristiano (Barcelona: n.p., 1931);
Fernando AlarcoÂn RoldaÂn, CoÂdigo de Justicia Militar Vigente (Madrid: Reus, 1940).
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incarceration of Republican women. The frequent transgressions of the inscribed
separate spheres model of the postwar era were more widely seen as a form of
violation than they had been before the war.
During the Spanish Civil War a department of psychological investigations was
created in the Francoist or `Nationalist' zone to ®nd `the bio-psychological roots of
Marxism'. (The category `Marxist' has to be understood broadly: a MaÂlaga doctor
described one Republican militiaman as having `a very Marxist smile'.14) This
psychological `bureau' was established by the Nationalist Inspectorate of Concen-
tration Camps, initially in Burgos, General Franco's wartime headquarters, later
moving to Madrid following his victory in April 1939, to study Republican
political prisoners in the hands of the National forces of salvation, `in very
favourable conditions which perhaps will never be repeated'.15 The studies would
combine psychological tests as used in psychiatric clinics, forensic examinations,
and racial anthropology. According to the director of the studies, the military
psychiatrist and race hygienist Antonio Vallejo-NaÂgera,16 research on `constitu-
tional psychopathic inferiority', carried out since around the turn of the century
(largely in Germany), into connecting heredity to criminality, could be useful in
politics and the social sciences, perhaps even in `improving the human condition'.
Several problems might thereby be elucidated: the mass and individual psycho-
logical reaction to imprisonment, the possibilities of `conversions' and an ideological
or general affective change in prisoners, and the relationship between `the bio-
psychological qualities of the subject and democratic±communist political fanati-
cism'. War made these studies possible, but the theoretical basis was not invented
during the war. Bio-criminological ideas had a national and international heritage,
discussed and published in both liberal and anti-Republican circles in the face of
the anti-clerical violence, rapid politicisation and social and sexual demands of the
Republic.
The subject matter of these studies was principally composed of groups of male
political prisoners: `Spanish Republicans' (`the agents and propagandists of
Marxism'), Basque `separatists' (of unique interest because they `unite political and
religious fanaticism'), Catalan `Marxists' (within whom were found both Marxist
and `anti-Spanish' fanaticism), and foreign Republican prisoners (volunteers of the
14 Archivo General de la Guerra Civil EspanÄola (AGCE), SeccioÂn Politico-Social (PS), Extrema-
dura, carpeta 24, relato, 28 January 1937.
15 A.Vallejo-NaÂgera, `Psiquismo del fanatismo marxista', Semana MeÂdica EspanÄola (SME), 8 October
1938, 170±80 (PFM1). A total of 431,351 prisoners had been captured by Franco's forces by March
1939, Report, 15 March 1939, InspeccioÂn de Campos de ConcentracioÂn de Prisioneros, Archive of
Ministerio de Asuntos Exteriores, Madrid (MAE), Archivo Renovado (AR), Burgos, R1067, exp. 6.
16 Vallego-NaÂgera had carried out hundreds of psychiatric and forensic examinations as a military
psychiatrist, La locura y la guerra (Valladolid: LibrerõÂa SantareÂn, 1939), 52; `La psiquiatrõÂa en el nuevo
coÂdigo penal', El Siglo MeÂdico, 3, 931 (13 April 1929). For the postwar in¯uence of German
anthropology on Spanish criminology, see Antonio Piga, Resumen de los trabajos realizados por la Escuela
de Medicina Legal y por el Cuerpo MeÂdico Forense de los Juzgados de Madrid (Madrid: Editorial Camarasa,
1941).
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International Brigades) from Latin America, Britain, Portugal and the United
States.17 (International volunteers were of particular interest to the Gestapo and
Nazi doctors who visited the Francoist camps and prisons and carried out
simultaneous experiments). The majority in all of these groups were `degenerate', it
was found. The materialism of Marxism was attractive to `mental de®cients'. Finally,
a further study into the `psyche of Marxist fanaticism' of ®fty of the 900 women
held in the provincial prison of the occupied AndalucõÂan port city of MaÂlaga
completed the series of investigations.18 Some of the ®ndings of this research were
published in Vallejo's book, Madness and War, a `psychopathology of the Spanish
war', which appeared in 1939. The female Marxist delinquents of MaÂlaga, with
whom this article is primarily concerned, were tried, much like their Parisian
forebears of 1871, by Councils of War for `horri®c murders, burnings and sackings'
and `egging-on' their menfolk to all kinds of disorders. Thirty-three of them had
been sentenced to the death penalty by a military court for crimes against the Patria,
although the `magnanimous' General Franco commuted the death sentences to life
imprisonment (30 years) for those who took part in the experiments.19 Ten others
had life prison sentences, three had 20-year terms and four faced sentences of twelve
years. In fact, many hundreds of men and women, throughout Spain, had their
sentences of death commuted after months of painful uncertainty. In many cases this
`leniency' was possible because the original sentence had been questionable or
obviously unwarranted. The surviving records of the MaÂlaga women's prison bear
this out.
`Inherited' national and bodily `degeneration' in the period from the 1890s to the
1930s coincided with an accelerated development of medical specialisms like
eugenics, neurology, endocrinology, gynaecology, paediatrics, forensics, crimin-
ology and psychiatry.20 At the same time, women and particularly the urban poor
were making increasing demands on the state. Doctors and criminologists contrib-
uted to theses about the moral and debilitating dangers to the physical and mental
17 Reports of ®ndings are available only in certain cases, and the subjects in all cases remain
anonymous, A. Vallejo-NaÂgera, Enrique Conde Gargallo and AgustõÂn del RõÂo, `Psiquismo del fanatismo
marxista. Investigaciones biopsicoloÂgicos en prisioneros internacionales', SME, 28 January 1939,
108±112; A. Vallejo-NaÂgera, Enrique Conde Gargallo and Miguel A. FernaÂndez Rivera, `Psiquismo del
fanatismo marxista. Internacionales ingleses', SME, 16 September 1939, 308±12; idem, `Psiquismo del
fanatismo marxista. Investigaciones biopsicoloÂgicos en prisioneros internacionales' (Portuguese pris-
oners), SME, 4 November 1939, 522±4; MAE, AR, Burgos, R0015051, exps, 82/83/93±101,108;
001501, exp. 16.
18 Vallejo-NaÂgera and Eduardo MartõÂnez, `Psiquismo del fanatismo marxista. Investigaciones
psicoloÂgicas en marxista femeninas delincuentes', Revista EspanÄola de Medicina y CirugõÂa, 9 (May 1939);
SME, 2 September 1939 (IPMFD); Antonio Nadal SaÂnchez, `Experiencias psõÂquicas sobre mujeres
marxistas malaguenÄas. MaÂlaga, 1939', in Las mujeres y la guerra civil espanÄola (Madrid: Ministerio de
Cultura, 1991), 340±50, reproduces the report and gives a short commentary. See also EncarnacioÂn
Barranquero Texeira, Matilde Eiroa San Francisco and Paloma Navarro JimeÂnez, Mujer, caÂrcel,
franquismo: la prisioÂn provincial de MaÂlaga (1937±1945) (MaÂlaga: n.p., 1994).
19 Archivo de la PrisioÂn Provincial de MaÂlaga (APPM), Fichas de ingreso (FI). There were twenty-
four military courts in the city of MaÂlaga alone.
20 See e.g. Raquel AÂ lvarez PelaÂez, `Origen y desarrollo de la eugenesia en EspanÄa', in JoseÂ Manuel
SaÂnchez Ron, ed., Ciencia y sociedad en EspanÄa (Madrid: Siglo XXI, 1988), 179±204.
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`caste' or `stock' presented by urban life.21 In psychiatric theory and practice,
degenerationism was associated with the avowedly anticlerical French school of
Jean-Martin Charcot in the 1870s and 80s,22 and the concept of hysteria in Spain
had been captured by liberal and progressive theorists and practitioners by the turn
of the century who were often critical of the deleterious effects of religion:
`Hysterical women are very commonly beatas [devout women or lay sisters]. In their
confessor they do not seek a pardon for their sins, but one more person upon whom
to vent their complaints.'23 Overtly Catholic doctors were occasionally less ready to
accept openly the category of hysteria, precisely because it tended to be negatively
associated with religious women and their `mysticism'.24
One essay on `hygiene of the intelligence' by the head of the Spanish Central
Laboratory of Legal Medicine and director of the Spanish Society of Hygiene,
published in 1898, sought a national regeneration in the relationship between the
physical and the moral in men and women. The weakest nations, he argued, would
be those where women had most autonomy: `degradation' was produced by
`functionally mutilated' and `feminised' men and `masculine women', where
promiscuity compensated for an absence of masculine personality. The blend of
biology and temperament which was the human constitution could not be cast aside
and forgotten. Woman had `to be female [hembra] all her life, or at least during all of
her sexual life . . . sweet, patient, resigned, full of abnegation . . . proper virtues of
her sex'. The moral antidote represented by woman's maternity was partially in her
care for the education of future generations, not in renouncing marriage in order to
become independent, manly and knowledgeable. More essentially, her infecundity
was `a crime against nature', a kind of anaesthetisation of femininity, which could
only with great reluctance be pardoned by her taking religious vows. This psycho-
sexual vision, curiously admired by the nineteenth-century high priest of Spanish
Catholic nationalism, Marcelino MeneÂndez y Pelayo, was argued not from the
position of orthodox Catholicism but with the aid of Rousseau and Charcot's
theory of hysteria and psychological `excitation'.25 During the Spanish Civil War,
although both men and women would be tried under the rubric of `military
rebellion', one of the principal political charges against women was `excitacioÂn a la
rebelioÂn' or `excitacioÂn militar' (Article 240), coupling a psychological concept with
21 See especially Fernando AÂ lvarez-UrõÂa, Miserables y locos. Medicina mental y orden social en la EspanÄa
del siglo XIX (Barcelona: Tusquets Editores, 1983).
22 Jan Goldstein, `The Hysteria Diagnosis and the Politics of Anticlericalism in Late Nineteenth-
Century France', Journal of Modern History, 54 ( June 1982), 209±39.
23 Federico Rubio y GalõÂ, La mujer gaditana. Apuntes econoÂmicos-sociales (Madrid, n.p., 1902), 73. See
also Enrique FernaÂndez Sanz, Histerismo. TeorõÂa y clõÂnica (Madrid: Luis Faure, 1914). For an overview,
see Enrique GonzaÂlez Duro, Historia de la locura en EspanÄa: Del reformismo del siglo XIX al franquismo
(Madrid: Temas de Hoy, 1996).
24 Vallejo-NaÂgera, El caso de Teresa Neumann a la luz de la ciencia meÂdica (Valladolid: LibrerõÂa
SantereÂn, 1939).
25 Nicasio Mariscal y GarcõÂa, Ensayo de una hygiene de la inteligencia: contribucioÂn al estudio de las
relaciones que existen entre lo fõÂsico y lo moral del hombre, y manera de aprovechar estas relaciones en bene®cio de su
salud corporeal y mental (Madrid: Imprenta de Ricardo Rojas, 1898), 70±85. On regenerationism and
biology, see, e.g. AÂ lvarez PelaÂez, `La eugenesia', 182±7.
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crime, whereas men tended to be accused of the less emotional and more activist
crime of `agitation'. Women were construed as both being more prone to
`excitation' and of constituting the metaphorical `psychic centres' which `excited'
the whole body of the nation.26
Opposition to the liberal concept of morality and biology was formally located in
militarist±Catholic nationalism, although, again, important similarities with `free-
thinking' notions revolved around gender. The military±religious kinship was
supposedly traceable to myths of the Reconquista, but was not static. The glorious
Africanista cultural codes of heroism, bravery, grandeur, the `gentlemanly' protection
of women which `lifted them out of vice', and the nationalist crusading mentality
shaped the views of Spanish military mental doctors who were formed in the
shadow of the 1914 war and German organicism. This military group was associated
with the organic, histological Madrid school of psychiatry. The Madrid school had,
since around the time of the First World War, gained the upper hand from
Barcelona, where theory and practice, exempli®ed in the work of Emilio Mira
LoÂpez (1896±1964), an early Spanish exponent of psychoanalysis, had, by contrast, a
strong psychological direction.27
The Africanista mentality rhetorically interwove militarism, patriotism and God in
a spiritual world-view to extinguish the primitive instincts of luxury and materi-
alism, germs attacking the morality of the nation, severely at odds with the dictates
of austerity and sacri®ce.28 Though this credo ®tted well with orthodox Catholi-
cism, it was not peculiar to Spanish military culture. Germanic infusions, from the
late nineteenth century, contributed to making militarism a relatively modernising
force within Spanish nationalism. To pro-German militarists, the Great War had
produced a misery and disgrace of patriotic spirit across Europe that was related to
mass psychoses and mental disequilibrium. Women had been made `slaves of the
factory', free rein had been granted to personal, endogenous reactions (like hysteria)
and psychopathic cruelty had been justi®ed ideologically by `the doctrine of social
crime'.29 While criminologists were cradled by Italian positivism, virtually all
Spanish psychiatrists of the ®rst half of the twentieth century, and not least military
psychiatrists, were steeped in German organic psychiatry (many eventually ®nding a
circuitous way to Freudian thought via biology as a result).30 Distinctions between
racial and mental hygiene and between neurology (neurosis) and psychiatry
26 Morales and Pertejo, `La mujer moderna', El Siglo MeÂdico, 4713, 265; Luis JimeÂnez de AsuÂa,
Libertad de amar y derecho a morir. Ensayos de un criminalista sobre eugenesia, eutanasia, endocrinologõÂa (Madrid:
Historia Nueva, 1929), esp. 193, 194. Also Emil Kraepelin, Lectures on Clinical Psychiatry (London:
BaillieÁre, Tindall & Cox, 1904), 258.
27 Diego Gracia GuilleÂn, `Medio siglo de psiquiatrõÂa espanÄola, 1885±1936', Cuadernos de Historia de
la Medicina EspanÄola, 10 (1971), 305±39. Mira, La psicoanaÁlisi, 2 vols. (Barcelona, 1926; abridged 3rd edn,
Barcelona: Edicions 62, 1974).
28 At sixteen, Vallejo-NaÂgera had volunteered for an Africanista cavalry unit, the Lanceros de
Farnesio. Archivo General Militar de Segovia (AGMS), `Antonio Vallejo-NaÂgera. Hoja matriz de
servicios'.
29 TomaÂs Maestre, `Neurosis y psicosis colectivas', EspanÄa MeÂdica, 632 (May 1933), 6; Vallejo,
`PCA', I, 519; II, 169±94; III, 84 (February 1936), 300; Locura, 53.
30 See Thomas Glick, `El impacto del psicoanaÂlisis en la psiquiatrõÂa espanÄola de entreguerras', in
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(psychosis) were to be complicated and conditioned by the German experience of
trench warfare, and seemed con®rmed by Spain's experience of war in Morocco in
the 1920s.31
In Spain, as elsewhere, human classi®cation was pursued, during the pre-Civil
War decades, through physical and mental `bio-types'. The typology and metho-
dology formulated by the German organic psychiatrist and professor at the
University of Marburg, Ernst Kretschmer (1888±1964), outlined in his in¯uential
post-First World War study, Physique and Character, was the principal theory
employed in the Civil War tests.32 Kretschmer's immanently gendered theory was a
treatise on the relationship of bodily constitution to character. Dispositions towards
pathological states and behaviour were bound up with an individual's `whole
inherited groundwork' ± the cellular and humoral elements of the body ± though
Kretschmer also insisted on the environmental adaptability of this relationship.33 He
began by famously identifying three basic body types and associating them with
particular temperaments: ®rst, the `Pykniker', or `globular', bodily ®gure of man and
woman, whom tests showed to be prone to an extrovert temperament and,
therefore, predisposed to cyclothymic disorders like manic-depression; second, the
`spindle-shaped' man or woman or `leptosome'; and third, the so-called `athletic'
body. Both of these latter types were linked to an introverted temperament, and
therefore, according to Kretschmer, to schizophrenic conditions and a `coldness of
the affective life'.34 Kretschmer's thesis was most rapidly taken up in Spain by the
psychiatrist, JoseÂ MarõÂa SacristaÂn, director of the women's section of the private
sanatorium-asylum of San JoseÂ at Ciempozuelos, south of Madrid, in the 1920s,
where Vallejo-NaÂgera was later director.35 Unlike his better-known contemporary
SaÂnchez Ron, ed., Ciencia, esp. 212. Cf. Frank Sulloway, Freud. Biologist of the Mind (London: Fontana,
1979).
31 See, e.g. on the disaster of Annual, Santos Rubiano, `PatogeÂnesis de los trastornos mentales
llamados de guerra', Archivos de NeurobiologõÂa, 4 (1924), 48. Rubiano was head of the ClõÂnica Mental
Militar, Ciempozuelos, Madrid, where Vallejo NaÂgera frequently stood in and was later himself
director. AGMS, `Antonio Vallejo NaÂgera'; EspanÄa meÂdica, 601 ( January 1931), 5; 618 (March 1932), 1.
F. Murillo, `El mejoramiento de la raza, base del engrandecimiento de Alemania', AE, 44 (1 January
1934), 780±93. A predecessor of both was Colonel Antonio FernaÂndez Victorio, the founder of Spanish
military psychiatry, who had studied with both Charcot in France and Emil Kraepelin in Germany. On
German neuropsychiatry in the First World War, see esp. Paul Lerner, `Rationalizing the Therapeutic
Arsenal', in Manfred Berg and Geoffrey Cocks, eds., Medicine and Modernity: Public Health and Medical
Care in Nineteenth and Twentieth-Century Germany (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997),
121±48.
32 Ernst Kretschmer, KoÈrperbau und Character Untersuchungen zum Konstitutionsproblem und zur Lehre
von den Temperamenten (Berlin: Julius Springer, 1921; published in English as Physique and Character. An
Investigation of the Nature of Constitution and of the Theory of Temperament (London: Kegan Paul, Trench,
Trubner, 1925). The argument was ®rst available in Spanish in JoseÂ MarõÂa SacristaÂn, Figura y caraÂcter. Los
biotipos de Kretschmer (Madrid: Imp. Ciudad Lineal, 1926), although predated by a short resumeÂ:
Kretschmer, `Genio y ®gura', Revista de Occidente, August 1923, 161±74. New Spanish editions of
KoÈrperbau und Character appeared in 1947 and 1961.
33 Pedro Castellano, cited in Quintiliano SaldanÄa, Nueva criminologõÂa (Madrid: n.p, 1936), 502.
34 Kretschmer, Physique, 92.
35 SacristaÂn also translated Kretschmer's closely related work La histeria (Madrid: Biblioteca de la
Revista de Occidente. Nuevos Hechos, 1928). He studied beside Kraepelin in Germany.
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Emil Kraepelin, Professor of Psychiatry in Munich, who believed that political
doctrines in¯uenced mental sickness and who saw crime as a social disease,
Kretschmer did not identify left-wing extremism as a particular psychological
problem, though his work was later exploited by the Nazis.36
Building on breakthroughs made in the decade prior to the Great War,
Kretschmer stressed endocrine formation, seeing the glandular complex and
hormonal secretions as the ultimate stronghold of the chemistry of the body.37 This
is of signi®cance when looking at Spain, because endocrinology had been a
particularly advanced specialism by the 1930s thanks to the work of Gregorio
MaranÄoÂn (1887±1960). MaranÄoÂn was reviled by orthodox Catholic doctors for his
political liberalism rather than his scienti®c argumentation. Meanwhile, some
`spiritualist' fascists continued to resist explaining human acts scienti®cally `through
chemical reactions', and emphasised human `values'.38
From his protracted study of endogenous constitutional and endocrine elements
and of exogenous `cosmic' elements, MaranÄoÂn theorised that masculinity and
femininity were not opposed entities, but successive degrees in the development of
a single evolution.39 (In the 1920s MaranÄoÂn controversially pursued organotherapy,
including testicular grafts, for `intersexual conditions'. He was the only signi®cant
Spanish doctor to meet Sigmund Freud.) His theory admitted a phase of undiffer-
entiated sex as the normal starting point for all human beings. This was controver-
sial, and during the Civil War MaranÄoÂn was accused in MaÂlaga of having
`republicanised Spanish women'.40 The importance of the theory here is that
evolution `from the feminine to the masculine' was traced not only anatomically but
also psychologically.41 Women's physical and mental evolution was `arrested' at the
threshold of puberty when a corresponding maternal development was acquired.
Feminine qualities of hypersensitivity, tenderness, spirit of self-sacri®ce, and `a
conservative tendency', were propitious for maternity, the biological and social end
par excellence of the female sex. Maternal woman's eroticism was blunted and her
libido less intense, because in women these were used simply as means to
reproduction and `not as terminal objectives as in men'. Only with the decline of
36 E.g. Emil Kraepelin, `Psychiatric Observations on Contemporary Issues' (1918), introduced and
trans. Eric Engstrom, History of Psychiatry, Vol. 3 (1992), 253±69. Vallejo attended some of his lectures
during his stay in Berlin from January 1918 to February 1919, as part of an international commission to
observe German POW camps, for which he was decorated by the Spanish King. MAE, CancillerõÂa,
Orden de Isabel la CatoÂ lica, 2 junio 1919, sig. C305 exp. 002. On Kretschmer's rejection of Nazism, see
Paul Weindling, Health, Race and German Politics Between National Uni®cation and Nazism, 1870±1945
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989).
37 Kretschmer, Physique, 41. Also A. Vallejo-NaÂgera and J. ValdeÁs Lambea, `Relaciones entre la
esquizofrenia y la tuberculosis', La Medicina Ibera, 590 (2 March 1929), which summarises the German
literature; Eugenesia, 65; SacristaÂn, Figura, 9±16. The latter had studied the science of internal secretions
in Germany in 1913/14 with a grant from the Spanish Junta para AmpliacioÂn de Estudios.
38 E.g. Fuente Chaos, Los valores morales, 12, 14.
39 Gregorio MaranÄoÂn, La evolucioÂn de la sexualidad y los estados intersexuales, 2nd edn (Madrid:
Morata, 1930).
40 JoseÂ MarõÂa PemaÂn, `Hablamos desde nuestra misma historia', Sur (26 September 1937), 9.
41 Also, Kretschmer, Physique, 91.
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ovulation is `progress' resumed. The female prototype of `voluptuousness' ± dark,
corpulent, slightly hirsute, with a passionate temperament (`like Carmen') ± and the
`polyandrous' type (who has frequent sexual partners) were `commonly sterile'.
The eugenic and criminological implications of such treatises on endogenous
constitution and temperament were, as those of the related Italian positivist
criminology had been in the nineteenth century, refracted through Spaniards'
ideology and theology, rather than ever wholly rejected.42 While historically the
Civil War projects an image of well-de®ned divisions sundering virtually every
social sphere, the reality was more complex. There existed a level of commonality
in several political camps in such ®elds as psychiatry and criminology that
occasionally stretched even to the political extremes. `Anti-positivist' medical
doctors who de®ned themselves primarily as Catholics were fearful of `socially
destructive', `materialist' ideas which dismissed the hierarchy of body and soul. But
those who conducted the Civil War research described here, like some of their
Republican counterparts, hovered, theoretically speaking, between `treatment' for
constitutionally determined or `materialist' deviancy and punishment for immorality
and evil.43
The post-First World War location of unsocial behaviour in alienation, mental
abnormality and anomalous weaknesses of the constitution were famously corrobo-
rated by the Belgian criminologist Louis Vervaeck, who concluded that `biological
individuality' was the preponderant factor in criminal aetiology, and others, such as
the `post-positivist' Italian criminologist, Salvador Ottolenghi, who worked on the
endocrine dysfunctions which were part of the `constitutional sickness' leading to
criminality.44 Ideas of anthropometric calibration and `curing' `diseased' delinquents,
in preference to a policy of `vengeful coercion', cross-fertilised with similar work in
Spain which traversed political boundaries.45 Republican penal reformers employed
and developed some of this in the early 1930s in legislating for `social defence',46 and
the Republican Anti-Vagrancy law (Ley de Vagos y Maleantes), of 4 August 1933,
was repressively employed into the Francoist era, against, for example, hungry and
42 On Vallejo's analysis of Kretschmer, see Vallejo, ClõÂnica propedeÂutica psiquiaÂtrica (Barcelona: Labor,
1936); and Eugamia. SeleccioÂn de novios (San SebastiaÂn: Editorial EspanÄola, 1938). For Italy see especially
Cesare Lombroso, La donna delinquente, la prostituta e la donna normale (Turin: n.p, 1893).
43 On the psychiatric implications of reform of the penal code, Carlos Rey-Stolle, `En la prisioÂn.
Los debiles mentales', EspanÄa MeÂdica, 630/1 (March/April 1933); Antonio Piga, `Trascendencia
meÂdicolegal del pragmatismo penal. El orden moral y el orden bioloÂgico', I, SER, September 1942,
97±100; Vallejo-NaÂgera, `La psiquiatrõÂa'.
44 Salvador Ottolenghi, `L'analisi moderna della personalitaÁ umana in endocrinologia e in
antropologia criminale', Riforma Medica, 44 (1922) 1039±41. On the 1930s `biological-racial types' of the
Italian endocrinologist, Nicola Pende (1880±1970), see Giorgio Israel and Pietro Nastasi, Scienza e razza
nell'Italia fascista (Bologna: Il Mulino, 1998), esp. 274±89.
45 See Mariano Ruiz-Funes, La criminalidad y las secreciones internas (Madrid: n.p.,1928); `Crimina-
lidad y endocrinologõÂa', in Revista Bimestre Cubana, 1928, no. 4.
46 E.g. JimeÂnez de AsuÂa, Libertad de amar y derecho a morir, esp. 171±99. According to the socialist
JimeÂnez, president of the parliamentary constitutional commission of the Republic in 1931, Kretsch-
mer's book was `marvellous', 185. Also Vervaeck, `La repartition psychiatrique des delinquants
anormaux internes en vertu de la loi belge de defense sociale', Journal Belge de Neurologie et de Psychiatrie,
33 (1933), 38±46.
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`degenerate' country women who stole fruit from the ®elds, though this legislation
was supplemented under Franco by a barrage of other measures of social control.47
The broad issue of eugenics, so fatal in the German postwar experience, was
central to political debate in the Spain of the 1920s and 30s between Catholics, who
saw the family as the ultimate social bedrock, and so-called `neo-Malthusian'
reformers.48 Catholic doctors distanced themselves from Nazi extremism by
following the strictures of the papal encyclical, Casti Connubi (December 1930).
They upheld marriage as a means to the sancti®cation of man and were against the
control of births and the `negative eugenics' of sterilisation and abortion, which
were a function of the over-bearing state and, for instance, allowed women freedom
to work outside the home. They equivocated, however, about `positive' measures
of `moral eugenics' to regulate `healthy' marriages and guard against the hereditary
transmission of mental and social `defects'.49 As in Mussolini's Italy, Franco's victory
eugenics and Catholic-inspired policies of pro-natalism and maternology overlapped
with little dif®culty, although they were discussed in the language of `moral and
racial hygiene'.50
These issues were also taken up and discussed in the pages of the conservative
intellectual review, AccioÂn EspanÄola (AE ), founded in 1931 as a rallying point for
anti-Republican thought, and modelled on Charles Maurras' Action FrancËaise, with
its call for rule by an `aristocracy' of `intelligence and the Sword'. According to the
Spanish organisation's most recent historian, its professed doctrinal debt to the
Inquisition, and its general tendency towards Catholic determinism in its intellectual
output suggests a less secularised range of opinion than its French counterpart.51
This `traditionalist' argument does not wholly ®t with the injection of counter-
revolutionary positivism in AE, represented by several articles on such themes as
medical science, racial improvement, revolutionary constitution and psychology,
modern warfare and defence, technology, the corporate economy, and Fascism,
47 E.g. APPM, Expediente Procesal (EP), no. 917.
48 E. Noguera, ed., GeneÂtica, eugenesia y pedagogõÂa sexual. Primer curso eugeÂnico espanÄol (Madrid:
Morata, 1934). Also AÂ lvarez, `La eugenesia', 193±204.
49 E.g. Vallejo-NaÂgera, `Progresos recientes de la psiquiatrõÂa', El Siglo MeÂdico, 4 April 1931; Eugenesia
de la Hispanidad (Burgos: Editorial EspanÄola, 1937), esp. 77, 83, 110±11, at least partly written before the
Civil War in March 1936. Also `Ilicitud cientõÂ®ca de la esterilizacioÂn eugeÂnica', AE, I, no. 2, 143±53;
no. 3, 249±62; F. Marco Merenciano, `Sexo y cultura' (1933), in Ensayos meÂdicos y literarios (Madrid:
Ediciones Cultura Hispanica, 1958), 41±85; J. J. LoÂpez Ibor, `Factores geneÂticos en una polõÂtica de
poblacioÂn', SER, 18 ( July 1943).
50 E.g. Murillo, `El mejoramiento'; Severino Aznar, `El regimen de subsidios familiares: la
fraternidad cristiana y las consignas del nuevo estado', Revista Internacional de SociologõÂa, 2±3 (Apr±Sept
1943), 97±110. The right to divorce was withdrawn in October 1939. A law `For the Protection of the
Birth Rate', against abortion, was introduced in January 1941, and against adultery and infanticide in
May 1942, Mary Nash, `Pronatalism and Motherhood in Franco's Spain', in Gisela Bock and Pat Thane,
eds., Maternity and Gender Policies. Women and the Rise of the European Welfare States, 1880s-1950s
(London: Routledge, 1994), 160±77. Whole series of women's prison records for the 1940s relate to
these decrees, e.g. APPM, EP. 916, 918, 945, 946, 949, 951, 952, etc.
51 Pedro Carlos GonzaÂlez Cuevas, AccioÂn EspanÄola. TeologõÂa polõÂtica y nacionalismo autoritario en EspanÄa
(1913±1936) (Madrid: Tecnos, 1998), 150, 157.
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which gave a modernist edge to the nationalist, Catholic±moral, spiritual±essentialist
aura of AE and its leading light, Ramiro de Maeztu.52
State institutions in the Spain of the 1930s were highly centralised but did not
extend effectively across society. Although a relatively developed medical and penal
institutional framework existed, material resources and an infrastructure to imple-
ment psychiatric reform were lacking. When Gonzalo Lafora, director of the newly
established Consejo Superior PsiquiaÂtrico, visited the MaÂlaga public asylum in late
1931, he found `an enormous mass' of patients, effectively in custody, without bread
to eat, living from whatever non-mental patients in the main Hospital Civil left.
Many were naked, sleeping on the ¯oor or outside on verandas.53 Measures taken
by the Republican administration on the conditions of committal, reclusion,
treatment and discharge of patients in asylums and to professionalise psychiatry were
not well resourced and were generally ineffective.54
The war forced most of those doctors who had sided with the Republican
government into exile, thereby debilitating modernising impulses. In the end,
policy as developed to deal with the problems presented by the Civil War settled for
`penal pragmatism', a rhetorical compromise, which balanced the spiritual require-
ments of Francoism's moral order with the fait accompli of what modern science
explained as the biological order. This unconvincing conciliation between tradition
and modernity was encapsulated in what became propagandised as Catholic Spain's
great contribution to modern penal doctrine: the Patronato Central para la
RedencioÂn de Penas por el Trabajo, which imposed disciplinary labour on
thousands of prisoners (both men and women) from 1938, as a means to personal
redemption and to a gradual remission of sentences. It was the closest that the state
came to a kind of mass therapeutics in a society which lacked permanent bio-
psychological penal clinics. Within a mental structure of repentance and expiation,
work was enshrined as the inevitable punishment for sin.55 Feminine bodily weakness
was the counterpart of masculine punishment through manual labour. Castigation
for original sin was biologically con®rmed. But women prisoners could still redeem
themselves through virtuous female activities, like religious classes, nursing the sick
and household tasks ± washing ¯oors or cleaning toilets, as women in MaÂlaga's
prison did.56
52 See, e.g. Murillo, `El mejoramiento de la raza'; NicolaÂs GonzaÂlez Ruiz, `Ensayo sobre psicologõÂa
revolucionaria', II, AE, 81 (November 1935), 206, 215; Eduardo AunoÂs, `Hacia una EspanÄa
corporativa', AE, 25 (16 March 1933), 9±20; Vicente Gay, `La concepcioÂn econoÂmica del fascismo',
AE, 26 (1 April 1933), 144±50; Miguel GarcõÂa de la HerraÂn, `El sentido cristiano de la ``teÂcnica'' ', AE,
44 (1 January 1934), 830±42.
53 El Mar, 20 January 1932, 1.
54 JoseÂ Antonio Espino, `La reforma psiquiaÂtrica en la segunda RepuÂblica espanÄola', in Rafael
Huertas, Ana Romero, and Raquel AÂ lvarez, eds., Perspectivas psiquiaÂtricas (Madrid: CSIC, 1987),
221±30.
55 JoseÂ AgustõÂn PeÂrez del Pulgar, La solucioÂn que EspanÄa da al problema de sus presos polõÂticos (Valladolid:
LibrerõÂa SantareÂn, 1939).
56 E.g. A widow of forty-six with nine children, APPM, EP, 956.
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Class, gender and cultural divisions and con¯icts in the city of MaÂlaga were
accentuated by marginal urbanisation in the period from the 1890s to the 1930s,
which reinforced a mentality of spatial segregation. Work, education, social
conduct, conscience and belief, gender and health, ideological reproduction, and,
ultimately, revolution and repression, were developed and ritualised according to
the arrangements of strati®ed space. Many of the women detained, tried and
sentenced by the occupying military authorities in MaÂlaga from February 1937
(some of them the subject of the Civil War psychiatric research) lived in zones of
the city which were at the perimeters of already marginal, over-populated districts,
like its gradual and chaotic westward expansion.57 Of the 177 women interned in
MaÂlaga's women's prison for Civil War crimes for whom residential locations are
still traceable, ninety-three (over 51 per cent) lived in the poor districts of Trinidad,
Perchel, El Bulto and HuelõÂn, to the west of the river Guadalmedina, which were
`massi®ed' with the partial and unstable industrialisation of the last third of the
nineteenth century. More marginal still than these communities situated on the
`dangerous' side of the river were those located in the straggling settlements which
lead out from Perchel, centre of the working-class ®shing community, via the
roughly laid Carretera CaÂrtama, and on to the wasteland known as the Tiro PichoÂn
(Pigeon Shoot), on the edge of the Cemetery of San Rafael. The biggest
concentration of women Civil War prisoners in one single location is of nineteen
in this latest `layer' of rudimentary, urban sedimentation. The economic position of
the families of the women in the Civil War study, in line with this marginalisation,
was precarious in 82 per cent of cases; about half had grown up and lived in a state
of `misery'. The psychiatrists claimed that many had not been willing to overcome
this situation and `ascend in the social hierarchy through work'. Since most had
employment, it was said that they could not have been drawn to the revolution
through hunger.58 In fact, the three pesetas daily which the best-paid women
textile workers in MaÂlaga were able to contribute to the family economy in the
1930s, at a time of rising unemployment, economic dislocation and shortages,
would only narrowly, if at all, prevent a catastrophic fall from poverty to
destitution.
Social±spatial marginality was also de®ned by a north±south divide in the city.
Chaotic and speculative expansion spread northwards as well as westwards with the
crisis of subsistence in the countryside. A further sixty-two (35 per cent) women
prisoners lived in this zone, now to the east of the river, in the area around La
Goleta, to the north of the historic city centre and the calle CarreterõÂa, which
formed a recognised social barrier. The effects of poverty were obvious. Three
hundred children in the city died before reaching one year in 1931, and nine
hundred per year were dying before the age of ®ve. The general mortality rate in
Trinidad in 1930 was almost four times that of the middle-class district of the
57 E.g. Amanecer, 6/7 January 1933.
58 PFM1, 175.
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Alameda.59 By 1931, begging had reached `plague' proportions and mendicancy was
increasingly theorised and criminalised.60 By the time of the inauguration of the
Second Republic it was estimated that 50,000 people were dependent on the special
sanitary assistance of the municipal authorities, although provision was rudimentary
and did not remotely cover needs.61
The respectable city was, therefore, enclosed by `dark forces' to the west and
north. According to the records, the remainder of the Civil War prisoners lived in
pockets of marginality, such as the poor worker district of El Palo at the far eastern
end of the city along the coast (7.3 per cent), or in rudimentary home-made
settlements by the water's edge, or shacks on the dry river bed under the city
bridges, or on the `camino Antequera', connoting temporary dwellings, at the
extremities of the most unhygienic zones of the city, along the westward extension
of Trinidad, where livings were made through various forms of prostitution. Pilar
VE, a forty-year-old woman from MaÂlaga, ought to have dedicated herself to `sus
labores' (literally, `her labours'), meaning housework and care of a family, so the
Military Court proclaimed, but was living on the beach in 1937 when she was
detained. Subsequently she was denounced as being a `leftist' and was reported to
have supported anticlerical incendiary assaults on her parish church in the Repub-
lican years prior to the Civil War, later `displaying happiness' at killings and, like
other women, of `celebrating' the expulsion of religious from convents and
ecclesiastical residences. She received a sentence of six years for `excitacioÂn' and was
suspended from holding any public or private employment, of®ce, or having any
right to aid, assistance or suffrage. Her case, as was automatic for political convicts
until 1942, was referred to the Court of Political Responsibilities for the possible
order of reparations and con®scation of her property and that of her family.62
The pre-Civil War intellectual activities of Eduardo M. MartõÂnez, head of the
health service of the provincial prison and director of its Psychiatric Clinic, who
assisted Vallejo in the MaÂlaga study (and may have instigated it), were pursued amid
the increasingly politicised atmosphere of pro-amnesty protests, riots and incendiary
violence in the divided city. His publications included a work on the `bio-psychic
study of the delinquent', an essay on the `psychopathology of incurable delinquents',
and a study of the creation of anthropological laboratories in penitentiaries,
although, he observed somewhat ambiguously, modern criminal asylums could not
house `the crowd of perennial disrupters of social tranquillity', which existed `in an
intermediate zone between abnormality and madness'.63 During the early months of
the war, in the summer and early autumn of 1936, as the Republican authorities of
59 Aurelio Ramos Acosta, `Problemas de ensenÄanza y de sanidad en MaÂlaga', Revista MeÂdica de
MaÂlaga, November 1931, 1223±35. Trinidad: 44 per 1000, Alameda: 12. The 1927 Spanish average was
18.9 and the MaÂlaga city average 21.37.
60 E.g. La UnioÂn Mercantil, 2 April 1931, 16; 6 April 1931, 12; Vida GraÂ®ca, 27 June 1932; Amanecer,
8 January 1933, 2; El Popular, 1 September 1933, 5.
61 E.g. Vida GraÂ®ca, 11 April 1932.
62 APPM, EP, no. 300, C3, L2. Also APPM, 306, C3, L2.
63 See Eduardo M. MartõÂnez, `Los locos en las prisiones', SME, no. 26 (9 September, 1939).
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the city attempted to regain control, the MaÂlaga penitentiary was besieged on
several occasions in response to Nationalist bombing raids, which killed many
women and children and were so thunderous as to make the walls of the prison
tremble, although it was situated some distance from the centre of the city. Those
deemed to have supported the military rising of 18 July, mainly middle-class business
people, local politicians, and military and religious personnel, had been imprisoned,
and many were taken to be executed by the crowd, accompanied by women and
children from working class barrios, `satisfying their cruelty and common instincts'.64
Eduardo MartõÂnez had been tolerated as prison medical of®cer during the seven
months of revolutionary Republican jurisdiction in the city. He had witnessed mass
executions carried out before what he described as a `baying, clapping and
unconscious multitude, animalised by the bestiality of the moment', and had had to
certify the deaths of the victims.65
The violence of the Nationalist occupation of the city, re-establishing the former
social equilibrium, was more ordered and extensive than the revolutionary violence
of the left. The `sickly bride' which was MaÂlaga would now be `cured'. Amid
funerals for those killed during the period of `Popular Justice' in the early months of
the war, summary Councils of War began for political crimes committed by the
`badly born' (mal nacidos). The local Francoist state political party, the Falange, called
for denunciations of `the criminal low-life' which had `by commission or omission,
bloodied the streets of MaÂlaga', and the Civil Governor threatened ®nes for anyone
intervening on behalf of those detained. In an era of martyrdom there was no place
for sentimentalism.66 Denunciations and vengeful stories, reports by Falangist
of®cials on public and private conduct, by priests on degrees of religiosity and
repentance, and by Daughters of Charity on levels of culture, rather than evidence
as such, formed the basis of military trials. The records which remain to us, partial
and fragmentary though they are, show that at least ®fty-®ve Republican women
were executed in the city of MaÂlaga, two of them by garrote vil, a brutal form of
strangulation.67
Women's anticlerical violence seemed incomprehensible, as the military courts
and other authorities commented, since `these kinds of women', even those who
declared themselves to have `no religion', had always taken an emotional part in and
been excited by the Holy Week processions of the many invocations of the Virgin
64 TomaÂs LoÂpez, Treinta semanas en poder de los rojos en MaÂlaga (Seville: n.p., 1938), 94, 95. The
Acting British Consul claimed that `the ``Red'' elements' quarters' on the western side of the city,
`appear to be one of the objectives of the air-raids'. PRO/FO927/14, 15 September 1936.
65 GarcõÂa Alonso, Flores de heroismo, 78. See also Vallejo, `PCA', III, 288.
66 Gil GoÂmez Bajuelo, MaÂlaga bajo el dominio rojo (CaÂdiz: n.p., 1937), 51; Sur-¡Arriba!, 10, 11, 12 and
19 February, 13 March 1937; Arriba EspanÄola, 31 February 1937, 4.
67 Archival sources show a total of 2,537 men and women executed in the period February 1937 to
the end of 1940; 1,884 of these were killed during the ®rst eleven months of Francoist occupation.
Antonio Nadal SaÂnchez, Guerra civil en MaÂlaga (MaÂlaga: Arguval, 1984), 190, 195. The of®cial death rate
in 1937 (7,042) was nearly twice that of the yearly average in the period 1930±35 (3,605). The of®cial
1936 ®gure was 4,258. Instituto Nacional de EstadõÂstica, ResenÄa estadõÂstica de la Provincia de MaÂlaga
(Madrid: INE, 1956), 107.
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in the city in the years before the Republic. The procession of the Confraternity of
the SantõÂsimo Cristo de la ExpiracioÂn and the Holy Virgin of Sorrows, from the
Perchel parish church of St Peter, always amazed those present, with the Magdalen
at the feet of the Saviour and the elegant Virgin so dark, `like a Perchel woman' on
her redoubtable throne, and the sound of ejaculatory saetas (sung prayers in ¯amenco
style) from kneeling singers, and the perfume of incense ®lling the air. It was
dif®cult to explain how many of these same women who applauded the perennial
rites at Easter could within a few weeks participate in the destruction of churches
and burnings of the processional treasures they guarded.68
This incomprehension relates to the duality of purity and impurity in the
ideological construction of potential threats to Catholic Spain, as a comparison of
racial with sexual differences may con®rm. During the Rif wars of the 1920s,
virtually the only ®ghting men who displayed `hysterical reactions', somewhat like
`nervous tendencies' in women, according to military psychiatrists, were `Moors.'
This was due to their `primitive personalities' and consequent lack of conscience.
They were oblivious to the complexities of the modern world, like `solid blocks',
devoid of interior life, in perpetual communication with the external world and
had `the nervous system of animals'.69 As in the ambiguous interpretation of
Moorish `sedimentation' in the Spanish `race', in women there lurked an
irrepressible attraction simultaneous with a dread fear which was expressed
psychologically.
The dirt, misery and `hatreds' of the popular barrios of the industrial city resided
beside images of the most typical quarters, Perchel and Trinidad, and most
prominently their women, as the `real representation of the AndalucõÂan soul', with
its `peculiar purity' (casticismo). In this combination of the pure and the impure,
certain dangerous areas of the city seemed to represent a kind of exaggerated,
voluptuous femininity: `the woman of castiza Perchel, with beautiful eyes, blood-
red lips, heart of ®re, body of pagan Goddess . . .', Perchel, `heart and pride of
MaÂlaga . . . cradle of its poetry, of its beauty [majeza] and elegance [garbo]'.70
This duality was re¯ected in bio-criminology. Physical and sexual infantilism
were linked to criminality, as they were associated by Clavero NunÄez, in a 1940
study, with `extraordinary psychic suggestibility, fabulations, fear, lying and negati-
vism'. More maternal feminine anatomies produced `joyful optimism, untiring
industry, satisfaction and intensely deeply felt enjoyment with the spouse, children
and things of the home, and a great tolerance for suffering and a disposition to
sacri®ce, self-assuredness with nothing of envy . . .'. The `erotic behaviour' of these
feminine bodies was also usually `normal'. Meanwhile, women stigmatised with
`virile features' tended to feign maternal sentiments as a way of escaping their sexual
ambivalence. However, characteristics of sexual masculinity abounded in prostitutes
68 Boinas Rojas 14 April 1938, 11,13,15 and 21.
69 LoÂpez-Ibor, `Neurosis', 128, 129; Pedro Camy, Rojas, both in debate following LoÂpez-Ibor
article, 130, 132; Rojas, `PsiquiatrõÂa', 109.
70 El Popular, 4 September, 1933, 16; El Popular, 16 September, 1933, 1.
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and criminal women, it was claimed, in `paradoxical combination within feminine
physical and psychological characters'.71
Thus, danger lurked even within the seemingly harmless, like women of religious
faith, who could be merely `spiritual' without being genuinely `pious'. Lower-class
women's apparent religiosity was a ritual display of exaggerated paganism: `a violent
and unconscious manifestation of a sentiment of frustration': the irritation of
repressed desire. Ownership of such displays was coveted, it was argued, but was out
of reach and would always appear as strange and distant from the way of life of the
people.72 A related argument was that both apparent expressions of religiosity and
anticlerical violence were simply forms of innate female fanaticism. But the
predominant view was that religion, at least in middle-class women, was an
essentially calming in¯uence. Vallejo-NaÂgera maintained that study of the `criminal
pathological form' during the Civil War con®rmed `the feminine cruelty of woman'
when she had lost her religious sentiments and `operates exclusively stimulated by
her natural tendencies'.73
Of 290 women still recorded in MaÂlaga prison, sentenced for political crimes
related to the Civil War, 189 (over 65 per cent) are described, occupationally, as
dedicated to `sus labores' (the term `su casa' ± `her house' ± was occasionally used, and
more often, `su sexo'). This ®tted the accepted image of virtuous womanhood, but
many almost certainly worked in further ways to help feed the family. Some were
factory workers, in textiles or tobacco, for example, a possibly militant status which
women may not have wanted to divulge.74 Twenty-two of the sample were
declared as textile workers in some way: as `dressmakers', bleachers or press
operators, and some as outworkers. One thirty-seven-year-old mother of four
children sewed curtains at home, and attended left-wing meetings and was known
to be `talkative', and to `encourage the rebels'. She was sentenced to six years'
imprisonment for `excitation of the rebellion' under article 240 of the Code of
Military Justice.75 Sixteen women are starkly described occupationally as `campo'
(`countryside'), referring to farm labour of some kind and were possibly recently
arrived in the city. Six were laundresses or washerwomen, four were teachers, and
three were prostitutes. One midwife was detained in `preventive custody' for
making `statements hostile to the Glorious National Movement', and another was
imprisoned for organising meetings with nurses at the local headquarters of the
socialist party, and giving shelter to `fugitives'.76 A sixty-three-year-old woman who
lived in the north of the city was claimed to be `a signi®cant extremist element',
who `realised acts of occupation' in the house of a priest in the Alameda de
71 Echalecu, Contestaciones, 157; A. Clavero NunÄez, `Biotipo y fecundidad. Los factores constitu-
cionales como causa de estirilidad', Medicina EspanÄola, 5 (March 1941), 215±30.
72 Gustavo GarcõÂa-Herrera, Recuerdos del Perchel (MaÂlaga: Arguval, 1999 [1964]), 116.
73 Vallejo-NaÂgera, PsicologõÂa de los sexos (Bilbao, n.p., n.d. 1945?), 34.
74 Textile workers had a history of strikes, Antonio Nadal, `La huelga de las tejedoras de la Industria
MalaguenÄa', Gibralfaro, 27 (1975), 43±101.
75 APPM, EP, no. 304, C3, L2.
76 APPM, FI, 1939, RM; APPM, EP, no. 5, C1. Also, no. 222, C3, L2.
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Capuchinos, a little while after he was shot.77 No evidence was produced or claim
made that this woman was involved in the murder of the priest, and the housing and
shelter of thousands of refugees in the ®rst months of the war possibly explains this
`occupation'. From July 1936 to February 1937 the bombed city's population had
increased by some 15 per cent to around 212,000. Political activists, like Lina Molina,
of the ComiteÂ Provincial of the Communist Party, who was director of the MaÂlaga
Republican supplies committee, found shelter for these 30,000 refugees, using all
means possible including the conversion of convents and churches. A committee of
voluntary women did what they could to keep order, and two proletarian committees
attended to sanitation and provisioning.78
A high proportion of female political prisoners in the city of MaÂlaga (thirty-one
of the sample from the prison archive) were household servants. (Of the ®fty
women in the psychological tests of 1939, ®fteen were servants, the largest
occupational group. Thirteen are listed as `hogar' [`home'], eight as factory
workers, and three as `prostitutes'.79) Many domestics were young women who
were relatively newly arrived rural migrants. One seventeen-year-old maid living
in El Palo was sentenced to twelve years in prison for `aiding the rebellion'.80
Domestics were seen as `unattached', lacking education and religious training and
`drawn towards prostitution'. Their mental activity was absorbed, and their instinct
for self-abnegation destroyed, by what one doctor, director of the prestigious
medical review, ClõÂnica y Laboratorio, described as the Republican period of `pre-
Revolutionary sensuality', and infected by what another who practised in MaÂlaga
called the `Marxist virus'.81 Maids were also drawn to feminism and `spiritualism',
symptoms of a broader heterodox culture in the city.82
These young women could be forgiven if they read and were confused by the
ambiguous messages of the leading Republican mouthpiece of the early 1930s in
MaÂlaga, the daily newspaper El Popular, which tended to be critical of `capricious'
and `frivolous' behaviour, like following fashion, which did `not correspond to
women's moral and social condition', and argued that a woman could not acquire
`grace' without `physical and mental equilibrium'. Women who had to earn their
77 She was sentenced to twelve years' imprisonment. APPM, EP, no. 349, C3, L2.
78 See Peter Chalmers Mitchell, My House in MaÂlaga (London: Faber, 1938), 131; El Popular, 12
January 1937, 4; Vida Nueva, 12 September 1936, 1. On collections of food, blankets, clothing, etc., see
Julio, 22 January 1937, 1; 25 January, 3.
79 PFM1, 175.
80 APPM, EP, no. 264, C3, L2. Also, no. 221, C2, L2; 227, C3; 228, C3; 231, C3. The subjects of
the MaÂlaga research were broadly distributed in age groups, from 15 to over 60, though the biggest
group was in the range 21±25 (18 of the 50), and 6 were aged under 20.
81 Ricardo Horno Alcorta, HumanizacioÂn y cristianizacioÂn del matrimonio (Madrid: Ediciones Fax,
1940), 8; statement of Medical Director of the Santa BaÂrbara Hospital, Ronda, 28 January 1937, AGCE,
PS, Extremadura, carpeta 24, 1. Also GonzaÂlez Castillejo, `Realidad social', 422; `Literatura religiosa y
mentalidad femenina: el discurso de la sumisioÂn en la II RepuÂblica', Mujeres y hombres en la formacioÂn del
pensamiento occidental (Madrid: Universidad AutoÂnoma, 1988).
82 On feminism in MaÂlaga, see Rosa M. Badillo Baena, Feminismo y educacioÂn en MaÂlaga: El
pensamiento de Suceso Luengo de la Figuera (1898±1920) (MaÂlaga: Universidad), 1992. The AGCE holds
extensive lists of Masonic lodges in MaÂlaga. PS, MasonerõÂa y Comunismo, carpetas 451, 763±5.
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own sustenance, it argued, ought to dress with modesty and pay heed to intellectual
and spiritual elevation: `Modernism yes, but this does not consist in frivolities. No
serious man will come near women with poor taste.'83 An embodiment of women's
rising claims for autonomy in MaÂlaga was the federalist and feminist politician BeleÂn
SaÂrraga. Little seems to be known about SaÂrraga's local society for working women,
which claimed a staggering 20,000 members in 1900, who were mainly `country
women', but its in¯uence must have been considerable.84 According to Falangists,
writing after the Civil War, and referring to her prewar secular educational work on
behalf of women, `the ®rst Marxist microbe was introduced into MaÂlaga by BeleÂn
SaÂrraga and poisoned the workers who stoned the image of Christ'.85 Meanwhile,
the homesickness of domestics was interpreted as a `primitive psychological
reaction'.86 They were seen as particularly prone to `the psycho-physical intolerance
and social inadaptability of the psychopath when faced with external stimulus':
`Everything', including, one supposes, political propaganda and hunger, `excites
them'.87 One young servant from La Goleta was reported by her employer, because,
although she had been of `normal conduct and antecedents' before the war, she later
announced that she had `joined the anarchists'. Afterwards she was supposed to have
declared that the householders would probably be killed like many others because `if
the situation had been the other way around, they would have been doing the
killing'.88 Another, who lived nearby and was a cook, was sentenced to twelve
years' imprisonment for `aiding the rebellion'. Another had her death sentence for
organising a domestic servants' union commuted to thirty years' imprisonment by
the Head of State.89 In the aftermath of the Civil War domestic servants were
speci®cally targeted for religious education and spiritual exercises.90
Feminist spiritualist groups, so the myths of danger in MaÂlaga claimed, had
signi®cant in¯uence in the worker barrios like Perchel, especially on those with
particular psychopathic personalities and ethnic groups with their southern propen-
sity towards fantasy inherited from the Arabs. One of the well-known spiritualist
meeting houses, where, incidentally, food was distributed to the poor, was in the
83 `PaÂgina de la mujer'/`PaÂgina femenina', El Popular, 10 July 1931, 6; 10 September 1933, 12.
84 Gerald Brenan, The Spanish Labyrinth (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1950), 165.
SaÂrraga was selected as parliamentary candidate for the Partido Republicano Federal in MaÂlaga during
the Second Republic and was president of the AgrupacioÂn de Veteranos de la RepuÂblica before the
Civil War. AGCE, PS, Alicante, Le.g.17/3; Madrid, 51/344.
85 See Boinas Rojas, 14 April 1938, 9; MarõÂa D.Ramos, `BeleÂn SaÂrraga y la pervivencia de la ideal
federal en MaÂlaga', JaÂbega, 53 (1986), 63±70.
86 Echalecu y Canino, Contestaciones al programa de psicologõÂa criminal, 164. On `masculine' types,
Kretschmer, Physique, 74.
87 Vallejo, `PCA', I, 517. On the psychological characterisation by Emil Kraepelin of `crude servant
girls', in de®ning social revolution as a ¯ight into an hysterical attack (by both women and men), see
Kretschmer, La histeria, 80: `A great number of hysterical patients are country girls transplanted to the
city as servants and not used to the inherent dif®culties of the change of environment.'
88 APPM, EP, no. 259, C3, L2. Also, on servants' withdrawal of all labour during Civil War,
AGCE, PS, Extremadura, Ronda, statement, 3±5.
89 APPM, EP, no. 35, C1; no. 237, C3, L2.
90 Sur-¡Arriba!, 20 February 1937; Sur, 25 September 1937, 3; 29 September 1937, 10; Boinas Rojas,
30 September, 1937, 2.
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heart of the `infectious' working-class barrio of Trinidad.91 According to Gustavo
GarcõÂa-Herrera, a native of MaÂlaga and a medical doctor born in 1900, who, like
Vallejo-NaÂgera, served in the army medical corps in Morocco, mediums were able
to lose consciousness because they were `psychopathic', `hysterical personalities' and
found a climate of suggestibility in hungry, diseased and overcrowded working class
districts.92 Spreading spiritualist ideas to the `barbarous', `semi-savage' suburbs of the
city caused violent reactions among the `vulgar' women there, who, in their faces,
revealed `the most complete ignorance and stupidity'.93 More popular myths saw
mediums as secularised counterparts to miraculous and protective invocations of the
Virgin. The ®rst Holy Week celebrations in MaÂlaga after the city's occupation by
Francoist forces were reduced to a single procession of the Virgen de los Servitas in
April 1937. It was silenced and darkened when artillery ®re was heard during the
proceedings, although some residents of Perchel had already been reassured by a
medium that they had nothing to fear, as the Virgin interceded with different social
groups to prevent wartime catastrophes.94 Before the Civil War, however, the
Virgin could appear in working-class districts, even in factories.
The Spanish Civil War studies politicised constitutional theory, postulating a
relationship between a determined biopsychological personality and a `constitutional
predisposition towards Marxism'. They consisted of clinico-psychological typi®ca-
tion and bio-metric investigation: detailed measurements of, for example, the
length, breadth and depth of the skull, the genitals, the distance between the eyes,
the length of the nose, and the abundance and placement of body hair, and
descriptions of skin colour, indicating any `morphological stigmatisation'.95 The
Neymann-Kohlstedt `introversion test', using spoken responses, and the Marston
personality-rating system, were used together to identify the type of primary
temperamental reaction of subjects, sorting them into the `introverted' and
`extroverted'.96 The 1921 Robert M.Yerkes revision of the Binet-SimoÂn (mental
age) intelligence scale, which in other contexts was notorious for ignoring social
factors when labelling groups, such as blacks in the US Army, as `inferior', was used
to ®nd the `intellectual coef®cient' of each subject.
The `fundamental qualities of moral activity' of each specimen were gauged by
completion of a 200±item questionnaire with information about family, sexual,
91 ElõÂas de Mateo AvileÂs, MasonerõÂa, protestantismo, librepensamiento y otras heterodoxõÂas en la MaÂlaga del
siglo XIX (MaÂlaga: DiputacioÂn Provincial, 1986), 198.
92 GarcõÂa-Herrera, Recuerdos, 180±95.
93 La UnioÂn Mercantil, 24 November 1887.
94 E.g. FE, `La ermita de la Virgen de la Antigua, protectora de la Bandera de Antequera', 3
October 1937, 4.
95 For testimonies of International Brigaders who experienced these tests, see recorded interviews
1976, Imperial War Museum, SCW Collection, no. 809/6. A recent article which naively legitimises
the Civil War tests is `Du marxisme consideÂreÂ comme une maladie mentale', Le Monde, 25 January
1996.
96 See C. A. Neymann and K. D. Kohlstedt, Neymann and Kohlstedt Introversion-Extroversion Test
(Chicago: C. H. Stoelting Co., 1929); L. R. Marston, Personality Rating Scale (Ames, IA: Iowa State
University Press, 1925).
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political, religious and military antecedents. These were based on interrogations
introduced in Nazi-run centres of biological±criminal investigation, principally in
Munich, which graded political prisoners and racial enemies according to the
Kretschmerian `biological±hereditary inventory' which enabled the `spatial circum-
scription' of particular groups.97 First there was investigation of the `family tree',
including parents and siblings, with questions referring to drunkenness, criminality,
social position, economic wellbeing, spiritual predispositions and state of mind, and
to characterological properties such as temperament, level of education, types of
psychic reaction and familial conduct. Other `anomalies' of the family, such as
`pauperism', emigration, illegitimacy, economic crises and mental illness, were
minutely annotated. Questions referring to the record of the female parent as
housewife and mother ± miscarriages or abortions, her reputation in the neighbour-
hood, her moral and educating qualities and her inclination to controversy and to
adorning her person completed this part of the process. Using these data, the roots
of the lamentable conditions from which the ®fty MaÂlaga women prisoners were
said to be suffering would be `established' as hereditary and `genetic'. Among the
parents, siblings and other blood relations of the subjects were a high proportion of
`mentally sick', `psychopaths', `criminals', `bigots', `vagrants', `homosexuals', `alco-
holics' and `suicides'. Many were `revolutionaries' or `non-Catholics', and this in a
country that had `struggled for Catholicism' and whose racially `select' had been
esteemed as Catholics. According to results from the Neymann-Kohlstedt test,
thirty-six of these women (72 per cent) had `degenerative temperaments'. Some
revealed defects which were the `collateral inheritance of schizoid or cycloid bases',
but most were drawn to `hysteroid criminality', a category not used in the male
studies.98
The next section dealt with prisoners' own education, religiosity, propensity
towards begging, theft, alcohol, work, family break-ups, conduct during military
service (in the case of men), marriage, children (antecedents, state of mind,
criminality of spouse and children), health (from childhood), type of behaviour
when inebriated and personal attitudes towards crime. The Yerkes/Binet-Simon
tests revealed that half of the group were of `inferior' or `weak' intelligence; 80 per
cent were of a `low' cultural level or `illiterate'; 38 per cent had received no
schooling at all.99 The `social personality' of the subjects con®rmed the ideological
presuppositions of the doctors. Only eleven (22 per cent) had `normal' female
personalities, which meant `being moral', working, living a social life without
con¯icts, being non-delinquent, and not given to `sexual perversity', kept on the
path of virtue by piety, maternity and constitutional weakness. Thirteen were `born
revolutionaries', a variant of the questionable positivist category of `innate crimin-
97 Echalecu, Contestaciones al programa de psicologõÂa criminal, 184±7; Piga, `Trascendencia meÂdico-
legal', II, SER, October 1942, 95, 96; Kretschmer, Physique, 115±25.
98 Locura, 223.
99 The rate of illiteracy in the city of MaÂlaga had been 80 per cent in 1911, lowering to 55 per cent
by 1931, when, of the ten districts of Spain which had the greatest levels of illiteracy, four were in
MaÂlaga.
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ality'. These women instinctively sought to overturn the social order because of the
congenital peculiarities of their bio-psychic constitutions. Four others were labelled
as `congenitally immoral', although the distinction between this and `born revolu-
tionaries' is not explained.100 Twelve were described as `anti-social psychopaths', a
`plague' category that Vallejo believed could be identi®ed society-wide, under an
authoritarian government, and its sufferers `segregated' during infancy.101 The
others (ten) were part of the multitude of uncultivated, crude, `suggestible beings',
lacking spontaneity or initiative, `who form the majority of anonymous people', and
were condemned as `social' or `moral' imbeciles'.102
The questionnaire ®nishes with a description of general characteristics, clinical
analysis of the nervous system, signs of degeneration and hormonal assessment.
Vallejo and his colleagues decried any attempt to explore the relationship of
delinquency to sexuality, and were reluctant to make physical examinations of the
MaÂlaga women because of the `impurity of their surroundings'. This did not
prevent them from concluding that there were substantial peculiarities about
women's violence related to sex. They investigated the age and circumstances of loss
of virginity and enquired about male and female `sexual perversions'. `Anomalies of
sexual development' and `morphological stigmatisation' were particularly common
among criminals. Male delinquents, for example, showed frequent signs of femi-
ninity and either of sexual infantilism or `hypersexualism'.103 Superior psychological
qualities had been overtaken by the `hyperexcitability' of `infantilism' and base
instinct. Political revolts allowed women to `satisfy their latent sexual appetites'.104
A contemporary study of one hundred prostitutes housed in the ClõÂnica de
ProteccioÂn a la Mujer in Madrid during 1939±41, using the same basic metho-
dology, concluded that 60 per cent had mental and criminal antecedents where `the
instinctive life predominates'.105 In `red women', it was found, an `unnatural' active
sexuality was opposed to maternity.106 Gregorio MaranÄoÂn, as we have seen, also
posed sexuality negatively in relation to maternity, though he had also prescribed a
social re-evaluation of `conscious motherhood', within a framework of economic
reform, as a kind of social prophylactic.107
The `red woman' also symbolised the impulsive, passionate and `feminine'
multitude in general, whatever its sex. This `multitude' was distinguished from `the
soul' of the nation (`the masses'), on account of its `infantile hyperexcitability',
possessing inferior physical and psychological features ± a `pathological sickness',
100 Vallejo, Eugenesia, 20±33, 51.
101 Locura, 52.
102 For such psychopathic personality types, see e.g. Lombroso, La donna delinquente, and Emil
Kraepelin's 1904 textbook, Clinical Psychiatry, where the `born criminal' is equated with `the moral
imbecile', 289; see also Vallejo, Locura, 54.
103 Echalecu, Contestaciones, 157; Locura, 209.
104 Vallejo, `PCA', III, 288.
105 Echalecu y Canino, `Estudios psicopatoloÂgicos sobre prostitutas', AENP, July 1943, 147±52.
106 Vallejo, Eugenesia, 72±75; Locura, 225.
107 MaranÄoÂn, La evolucioÂn de la sexualidad, 246, 247. Also, Tres ensayos sobre la vida sexual (Madrid:
Biblioteca Nueva, 1927).
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with `many points of contact' with the `psyche' of children and animals. While `the
masses' (the `fascist' zone) reacted psychologically with masculine qualities such as
order, discipline and labour, the suggestible `multitude' displayed only `licentious-
ness, voluptuousness, indiscipline and crime'.108
The Marxist women of MaÂlaga were accused of being `united with the crowd'
which committed revolutionary murders, anticlerical destruction, bodily mutila-
tions, and necrophagous acts (literally, `feeding' on dead bodies, though here it
referred to `venting anger' upon bodies, taunting and jeering, and encouraging their
display). Primarily they were accused generically of `animating men' to disorder and
the `excitation' of revolution. This ambiguity of responsibility is underlined by the
inclusion of crimes such as `Marxist af®liation', and labelling women as `revolution-
aries'. They seem more often than not to have been members of no political party,
although some joined the Communist women's Mujeres Antifascistas. Other
transgressions were wearing the distinctive, `masculine', blue overall (the `mono'109),
typical uniform of the militia-woman, inciting others to declare themselves against
`fascism', and making negative statements about Nationalist generals. It is a feature
of the summary hearings, which implicitly recognised that a broad range of
women's activities were, in some sense, political, that women were accused for their
community association outside the orbit of the family, of deleterious activities in
groups. Some were simply `habladoras', a somewhat ambiguous label which can imply
`great talkativeness', or `gossips', maliciously transposed as `oral propaganda'.110
Others attended revolutionary meetings, acts and demonstrations, `pressing the
rebels towards the commission of excesses and outrages'.111 A ®fty-four-year-old
woman was tried by a MaÂlaga Military Court for being a `Red' who assiduously
attended the local socialist meeting house, the Casa del Pueblo, and public political
meetings.112 A sixty-two-year-old woman from El Palo was the mother of a
`known criminal of the city' and was sentenced to six years imprisonment.113
Another woman had `distinguished herself during the Marxist domination by her
manifestations and phrases encouraging the extermination of persons of order,
plotting the perpetuation of registros (searching of houses), and making up insulting
verses . . . inciting with her words the commission of violent outrages'.114 Another
was sentenced to death for the profanation of bodies. She was accused of having
`wretched antecedents and conduct' and of being `an active communist and
propagandist of dissolute ideas' and of having taken part in the sacking of homes and
the destruction of a church and the burning of its sacred objects. Of `maximum
social danger' and `perverse instincts whose monstrosity is beyond human con-
science . . . [including] the re®ned profanation of cadavers', she `incited' the killing
108 Locura, 179±84, 209±11.
109 E.g. APPM, EP, no. 240, C3, L2.
110 PFM1, 174.
111 APPM, EP, no. 304, C3, L2.
112 APPM, EP, no. 298, C2, L2.
113 APPM, EP, no. 257, C3, L2.
114 APPM, EP, no. 295, C3, L2.
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of enemies. Later, in this case, the death sentence was commuted by Franco to life
imprisonment and an amnesty was conceded in 1945, liberty being granted ®nally in
1946.115 No explicit connection was made between such acts (whether they were
stories or not) as urinating upon dead bodies and the multiple popular superstitions
about bodily substances, excretions, the devil, or the healing power of dead bodies
in AndalucõÂa.116 They were re¯exively translated in terms of `danger', as if
symptoms of a plague carried by the swarms of ¯ies that infested the working class
barrios. Another woman, a ®fty-seven-year-old widow, who `incited' her son to
military rebellion, for which he was executed by Nationalist forces, was considered
`hugely dangerous' because of the `sexual nature' of her `profanation and ridicule' of
the body of a dead victim of the Republicans. Her death sentence was commuted to
a prison sentence of thirty years, although she was eventually granted Conditional
Liberty as part of a partial amnesty in December 1943, having, it was noted,
redeemed three months of her sentence by passing the `Curso elemental de
ReligioÂn'.117 Other women were condemned for visiting the sites of execution of
rightists during the war, as female onlookers had been in revolutionary France.118 A
thirty-year-old woman with four children, married to a man at the Republican
front, was denounced for showing support for the Republican ®ghters as they
passed through in lorries bound for the war. When the city fell, she left and did not
return voluntarily thereafter.119 Of the women made the subject of the psychiatric
study in MaÂlaga, 62 per cent (thirty-one women) were `guilty' purely of `inciting'
anti-Nationalist sentiments, by supporting left-wing or Republican political groups.
They were, in the majority of cases, not sentenced for acts of violence at all.120
Revolutionary power and military occupation produce possibilities for experimen-
tation on enemies, although organised military authority is usually more systematic
than mass violence. This was true of the Civil War in MaÂlaga, where `communist
experimentation' existed in the sense of an improvised and bloody attempt to create
a new social order. Given the nature of Catholic nationalism and medical and
military cultures in Spain, it is not surprising that in the Nationalist psychiatric
studies revolutionary conduct was almost exclusively viewed through ideas about
morality and biology, or that conclusions were highly coloured by sex and gender.
In contrast, it was possible to look at the same events by concentrating on the socio-
psychological dynamics of revolutionary behaviour. The head of the wartime
Republican psychiatric services (Vallejo-NaÂgera's counterpart), Emilio Mira, who
was exiled after the war, attempted to explain the revolution both historically and
psychologically. It was within this context, rather than in the realm of `disordered'
constitution or sexuality, that each individual revolutionary was `created', according
115 APPM, EP, no. 340, C3, L2.
116 E.g. Francisco Lluch-Fabado Valls, Semilla azul (Granada: n.p., 1939), 150, 51.
117 APPM, EP, no. 17, C1.
118 PFM1, 174.
119 APPM, EP, no. 262, C3, L2.
120 IPMFD.
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to Mira.121 Collective existential crises, associated with social change or growth,
demand that all oppressive structures and organisations be periodically thrown off.
Just as earthquakes and ¯oods erupt under pressure, causing abrupt mutations of the
natural environment, men and women experienced psychological changes affecting
their collective consciousness. Revolutionary violence was analogous to, though not
caused by, the disappearance of infantile features during the human crisis of puberty,
ultimately leading to maturity.
To Mira, revolutionary violence was not a problem of defective bodily constitu-
tion or primarily of public order, but the result of a long collective psychological
process. Neither a simple moral criterion nor a rigid physiological classi®cation
could be applied. The intimate sense of social revolution was a realisation of
disequilibrium and non-conformity: affective currents of collective aspirations
towards justice, which could only be satisfactorily expressed with spectacular
gestures. It was simply unreasonable, according to Mira, to require the dominion of
`the conscious mind over the unconscious' within the revolutionary masses. While
Nationalists spoke in static moral terms about the dichotomy of `order and chaos'
(the `cosmic order' in so-called `times of peace'), Mira, by contrast, persuaded his
audience to think in dynamic terms of the habitual order and the other as a new
morality.
Mira also makes a distinction in types of revolutionary behaviour between that
which is `lived' during the revolution, that `lived' from the revolution, and that which
lives the revolution and is part of its `all'. This scheme is problematic, since `the
revolution' is never satisfactorily de®ned, although the theory does at least recognise
that far from all Republicans were `moral'. It also goes some way towards limiting
the deterministic effects of separating the psyche from human agency and politics.
But here Mira does not entirely succeed. The determined revolutionary, he
postulates, suffers a psychological restructuring, apparently because of his beliefs or
due to the charisma of a political leader, and is thrown into a state of transcendence,
above equanimity and judgement, where the law of `all or nothing' reigns.
However, the collective response to isolation, encirclement and imminent defeat by
early 1937 in MaÂlaga must have produced a state of panic and despair which was
only fuelled by stories of the violence of the advancing Nationalist forces and by
hunger.122 The compression of time and distance which Mira reasonably perceives
as in¯uencing the behaviour of the revolutionary is unlikely simply to have been the
result of a `revolutionary' acceleration of endogenous psychical processes, but
primarily an experience of material, exogenous pressures: the struggle for survival.
The war initially had seen a rise in the incidence of reactive or endogenous
121 ResumeÂ of a paper presented at the Institut, curso 1937±38, Emilio Mira, `PsicologõÂa de la
conducta revolucionaria', Universidad de La Habana, 26±27 (September±December 1939), 43±59. Mira
was ®rst professor of psychiatry at the AutoÁnoma University in Barcelona, and head of the Institut
PsicoteÁcnic of the Generalitat of Catalunya, in the 1930s.
122 The Acting British Consul in MaÂlaga reported as early as September 1936 that there was a ¯ood
of refugees and wounded, and that the insurgents were generally expected to occupy the city in three or
four days. PRO/FO927/14, 15/30 September 1936.
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psychoses, though this was most evident in the ®rst months of the con¯ict and the
rise levelled off once `the constructive phase of the revolution was initiated'.123 An
increase in neuroses was also noted towards the end of the war, as food shortages in
the cities became catastrophic and military occupation was imposed.124 Indeed, the
sometimes tragic effects of the female experience of `social commotion' largely
derived from women being closer to the struggle for daily survival heightened by
war, as female activists in MaÂlaga made clear.125 When a twenty-one-year-old
Perchel mother, married to a humble ®sherman, threw herself and her two tiny
children from the rocky hillside of the Castillo del Gibralfaro, overlooking the city's
port, in early August 1936, it was because of her agonised need of milk for her baby
which she could not ®nd or produce, a desperation compounded by the war.126
Political dissidents in Franco's Spain were not interned en masse in psychiatric
hospitals, as in the Soviet Union. However, both systems related political attitudes
to sickness and disorder, paradoxically in such diagnoses as `schizophrenia with
religious delirium' or `Marxist mania'.127 In Franco's Spain, as in Stalin's system,
religious or quasi-religious attitudes and medical science contributed to the
repressive political culture. It would be quite wrong to argue that all priests and
doctors disinclined to support the Spanish Republic were somehow cruel and
vindictive. But during and after the Civil War, Catholicism and pathology did
provide parallel repressive linguistic and ethical frameworks, the one consisting of
sin, punishment and redemption, and the other of infection, disease and cure. In the
Civil War struggle for the nation, these vocabularies/mentalities became dominant,
jostling and inter-acting with each other and pushing material social issues into the
background of political discourse.
The gendering of morality in Civil War Spain was reinforced by a psycho-
pathological conception of crime and revolution. Morality was also the basis of an
imagined `new' Catholic-totalitarian community that pre-dated the con¯ict but was
restated juridically by wartime divisions. This imagined sacred community's shaping
of medical culture and biology was deduced from essentialist, totalising ideas, rather
than from the individual and the individual's way of being.128 Science could not be
ignored, but it also could not be permitted to relativise the absolute gendered values
of what would become the `New State'. Femininity, for example, did not merely
follow glandular dictates. Neither was it a way of being which could be forged by a
woman in whatever way she pleased. It was the product of a given spiritual
123 See the statistics from the psychiatric clinic of the Hospital Provincial, Madrid supplied in
Lafora, `La psiquiatrõÂa y neurologõÂa de guerra', 124, 125.
124 Lopez Ibor, `Neurosis de guerra', AENP, 123; J. Mas-Guindal, `Comentarios psiquiaÂtricos de
guerra', SME, 26 October 1940.
125 E.g. Speech of Anita Carrillo (BatalloÂn MeÂjico) in the Petit Palais cinema, El Popular, 12 January
1937.
126 El Popular, 2 August 1936, 9. On food shortages, see Nadal, Guerra civil, 138±42.
127 See e.g. Alexander Podrabinek, Punitive Medicine (Ann Arbor: Karoma, 1980).
128 For a brief discussion of this sense of `national community', see Manuel PeÂrez Ledesma, `Una
dictadura ``Por la Gracia de Dios'' ', Historia Social, 20 (1994), 187, 188.
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environment acting on a given organic and temperamental base, evolving through
time: `Femininity simply is, just as any value simply is', and if she is feminine,
`woman never ages spiritually'.129
Psychiatric discourse and practice in Spain around the time of the Civil War
revealed parallels in the relationship of organic psychiatry and bio-typologies to both
liberalism and neo-Thomist Catholicism. Both medical science and Catholic
doctrine could be exploited in declaring the indissolubility of gendered morality.
The `biological roots' of conditions such as hysteria were linked to women's
revolutionary behaviour. Where liberal and Catholic views differed was in their
diverse attitudes to social conditions as a theoretical category of mental medicine
and psychology. Catholic military doctors leaned heavily on a gendered psycholo-
gical construction of women's moral culpability originating in nineteenth-century
liberalism, while ignoring the material conditions of revolutionary conduct and
social class. They reclaimed conservative gender traditions for the political right and
coupled them to the Francoist crusade to `re-Christianise' Spain.
129 Morales and Pertejo, `La mujer moderna', 224. Rather than hormonal determinism, it was
suggested that women's social behaviour produced endocrine reactions.
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